Campus Drive Repairs, Phase 2

This is the second phase of a three-phase effort to restore and improve Campus Drive and the Administration Building Circle at the University of Idaho. Phase 2 restores Campus Drive from the Administration Circle to the intersection with Blake Avenue to the East and will address the deterioration of Campus Drive over time. Areas of the existing paving are alligatored and patched from previous utility works. Curbs are broken, spalled and crumbling. Existing paving, walkways, curbs, and gutters will be demolished. Subgrades will be re-engineered with planning for new drives, curbs, gutters, walkways, and amenities. A new walkway will be provided along the north Campus Drive side which would include retaining walls and guardrails. The new pavement will be PCC concrete with some accent bands and concrete pavers.

Bernardo Wills Architects, Spokane completed the design. It is anticipated that bidding for the project will occur in May 2023.